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Don’t be anxious 
 
 
 
 
Have you heard this one?  "Cheer up, it could be worse.  So I cheered up and it got worse!" 
 
There will be times for all of us when we are faced with offering comfort and support those 
going through a really difficult patch.  Only last year I was side-lined because of a recurrent 
injury which meant I missed out on playing my favourite sport for six weeks.  Others were 
sympathetic, even understanding (it had happened to them) but words didn’t really help me – 
and the wrong words made it worse! 
  
"I know how you feel."  No you don't.  Something similar may have happened to you but you 
are not me and you cannot know how I feel; how I feel now.  Oops; meant well, but not helpful. 
 
"Don't worry."  But that is half the problem; I do worry I can't help worrying; it is all I can think 
about.  Right; I take your point.  Maybe I should have said 'Worry!'  No, probably not. 
 
"It'll be alright."  Will it?  What is more likely is that it will be different and 'different' doesn't 
necessarily mean 'alright' especially if the difference is between having and not having 
something - or more tragically - someone in your life. 
 
In our effort to find comforting words we may blunder even though we mean well and 
generally, thankfully, folk recognise - even in their trouble and despair - our good intentions. 
 
But then as Christians we are met with words in the Bible telling us not to be anxious which 
appears to go completely counter to what I have just been saying.  Well, if you haven't yet 
discovered it for yourself, let me tell you that the Bible challenges a whole load of stuff we 
take as the norm and plants it on its head. 
 
The only time I could be persuaded to 'not be anxious' - and even then, I admit, it will be a 
struggle - is if someone I trust is in control of the situation and is wise enough to see beyond 
the immediate to what lies ahead.  For instance, there was the time when Jesus was told a 
very good friend of his called Lazarus was seriously ill.  But rather than rush to his bedside he 
waited several days during which time Lazarus died.  Lazarus had two sisters, Mary and 
Martha, and in the account, when eventually Jesus arrives, their despair and several other 
emotions are spelled out.  "If only you had been here."  Things would have been different; it 
would have been alright, but ..... 
 
Then out of this deep despair came overwhelming joy as Jesus brings Lazarus back from 
death.  Jesus had known what lay beyond the disaster; he had remained in control.  It takes 
trust of a different order not to be anxious but if I am to trust anyone for the right outcome, it 
has to be Jesus. 
 
(See John 11; 1-45, Matthew 6; 25-34 and Philippians 4; 6) 
 


